
Distance Learning
Wednesday 29th Aril 2020

I thought you would all take 
great pleasure in joining me 
wishing my mother a Happy 
Birthday. Happy 
Birthday Mamma Dallimore!



Good morning!

Shall we begin with a riddle?

It is as light as a feather but the strongest person can't hold it for 5 minutes. 
What is it? (Answer on final page).

I thought I would tell you about my plans for the day...

I always enjoy my family's birthday because it always involves funny poems 
in cards, yummy foods and nice outings and totay is no different. We are 
going to go for a walk around Ightham Mote which I am going to wrap up 
really warm for, order a curry this evening and I have made my mum a carrot 
cake as her birthday cake. I have also home made her card!

I hope you have as lovely a day as I am planning to!

Enjoy guys!



Maths



Today we are looking at simplifying ratios



Watch this video of Mr Bansal explaining 
how to simplify ratios and how you can 
represent that in a bar method to show 

the simplified ratios are still equal to the 
original ratios.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tg4dc
xIksUY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tg4dcxIksUY






Log into mymaths and complete 
the section called ‘Ratio 

Introduction’. That is maths done 
for another day!



Reading
Summarising











SPaG
Go onto Spelling Frame

Complete activities on the 'I before e' rule.

Use this link:

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/38/45-
Words-with-the-sound-spelt-ei-after-c



English
Drawing and labeling



Drawing and labelling

• Today, you will be drawing and labelling your animals you create.

• Watch the following:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UXuNNWpN_s&safe=active

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IomkTh10QfE&safe=active

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UXuNNWpN_s&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IomkTh10QfE&safe=active


Your task:

• You need to draw your animal (I am quite glad I can't hear the moans 
and groans of "I can't draw" right now).

• You need to label each part and explain why you have added each 
feature. E.g. Sharp incisors for ripping apart meat.

• Remember, this animal s not magical so if you have it with special 
features (mine would have had the light up horn) you need to explain 
how it works in science and why your creature needs it (the horn uses 
bioluminescence and is needed because it swims in deep waters 
to catch its prey).

• Don't forget to give your creature a cool name!



Riddle answer:

Breath


